WORD SEARCH

Find the moomin-related words. The words are hidden but can be found and read left to right and top to bottom.

F I L L Y J O N K
Z C M U S K R A T
G S T I N K Y Z O
A X P M O G T U F
F T F J R E A T F
F O U B K H Y U L
S J O X T E R D E
I Q S N U F K I N
E B M I S A B E L
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You can find the name of this character in the grid.

© Bulls

For tweens

www.moom.in/abc #MoominABC
Find the moomin-related words. The words are hidden but can be found and read left to right and top to bottom.

FILLY JONK
GAFSSIE
JOXTER
MISABEL
MUSKRAT
SNORK
SNUFKIN
TOFFLE

You can find the name of this character in the grid.
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